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CDC/APHL Update Teleconference on Influenza 
A(H7N9) and Novel Coronavirus – April 8, 2012 

Background: 

In the past months, both the avian influenza virus A(H7N9) and a novel coronavirus have infected people 
around the world. As of April 10,the novel coronavirus has infected 17 people in the Middle East and 
United Kingdom and the H7N9 has infected 33 people in China which represents the first incidence of 
the virus in humans, according to the World Health Organization. On April 8, 2012 CDC and APHL 
convened a national teleconference for public health laboratories to provide situational updates, 
laboratory testing and algorithm updates, and allow for questions and answers.  

Teleconference Highlights: 
 
Situational Update of Influenza A(H7N9) 

CDC’s Scott Epperson, epidemiologist, provided a situational update on the current influenza A(H7N9) 
investigation. As of the teleconference on April 8th, China had reported 24 laboratory confirmed cases in 
Shanghai and the 3 surrounding provinces. Illnesses have ranged from mild to severe, including 7 
deaths. Chinese public health authorities are actively investigating cases and monitoring close contacts. 
To date, there is no evidence of ongoing human to human transmission of the virus and have been no 
confirmed cases in the US.  Currently, there is no change to US surveillance guidance.  

A health alert advisory was sent, Friday, April 5th, to clinicians to encourage them to consider novel 
influenza in patients with travel history to countries where humans cases have been detected, especially 
if there was a recent direct or close contact with animals and/or if they have had recent contact with 
confirmed human cases of the novel influenza A(H7N9) virus. CDC has posted interim guidance on case 
definitions on their Avian Influenza A(H7N9) Virus webpage.  This webpage is being updated with the 
latest information, guidance, and communication materials.  

Review of Influenza A(H7N9) Testing Algorithm 

Dr. Stephen Lindstrom reviewed the testing algorithm for the detection of novel influenza A viruses 
including the avian influenza A(H7N9) virus. Testing algorithm guidance for Influenza A(H7N9) is the 
same as other novel viruses when using the CDC Flu rRT-PCR Dx Panel. The A(H7N9) virus will produce 
an “inconclusive” result when the CDC real-time RT-PCR Assay is used (see CDC package insert). If the 
assay detects an inconclusive result that is an Influenza A/unsubtypable specimen, the PHL should 
contact CDC immediately, DO NOT wait until the specimen has been retested. CDC and the laboratory 
can then determine the best approach for additional testing and coordinate shipping the specimen to 
CDC.  

http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/h7n9-case-definitions.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/h7n9-case-definitions.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/h7n9-virus.htm#hcp
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If suspect cases are detected at the local level or at a hospital, CDC can facilitate a shipment directly to 
CDC if this is the preference of the public health laboratory or the public health laboratory can receive 
and test the specimen first and then share the specimen with CDC. Contact CDC to coordinate all 
shipments of these specimens to CDC.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not attempt to culture suspect influenza A(H7N9) specimens or specimens 
that produce inconclusive results using the CDC Flu rRT-PCR Dx Panel.  Specimens with 
inconclusive results (InfA <35) should be sent directly to CDC for further characterization and 
should not be submitted to CDC designated contract laboratories. 

Future Planning for Influenza A(H7N9) Testing 

CDC is currently working to qualify an assay for detecting influenza A(H7N9). Since the only confirmed 
cases are in China, international reagent support is the current CDC priority. If the situation escalates, 
then CDC will accelerate their support for domestic laboratories similar to the 2009 pandemic. CDC is 
working with FDA and other regulatory bodies on the deployment of these new reagents. In the event 
that it is needed, CDC will deploy IVD qualified assays to public health laboratories.  CDC and APHL will 
keep public health laboratories informed as the need for new assays evolves.  

Review of Influenza A(H3N2)v Guidance for Summer 2013 

As we approach Summer 2013, Dr. Steve Lindstrom provided a brief reminder of guidance for detecting 
influenza A(H3N2)v cases. CDC anticipates that cases will be detected in late spring or early summer. The 
guidance for detection of influenza A(H3N2)v remains the same as Summer 2012. Please refer to the 
updated FDA approved guidance for results interpretation of presumptive positive influenza A(H3N2)v 
viruses. Please coordinate with CDC to send presumptive positives immediately for further testing. The 
updated results interpretation guidance is also included as a supplemental guidance sheet in package 
inserts sent out with new kits ordered from the Influenza Reagent Resource (IRR).  

Influenza Questions and Answers: 
 

1. What is the reactivity of commercial tests with the novel influenza A(H7N9) virus?  
• CDC is currently evaluating the reactivity of commercial molecular tests and rapid 

influenza diagnostic tests (RIDTs). The performance of these tests is not yet understood. 
CDC is waiting to receive the virus from China to use in these evaluations, but has 
started these evaluations with similar isolates in the meantime.  

• As a reminder, a negative RIDT result does not mean the patient is influenza negative. If 
the patient has the epidemiologic and clinical criteria, it is strongly recommended that 
the specimen be further tested in a molecular assay and forwarded to the appropriate 
public health laboratory.  

2. If influenza A(H5N1) reagents at public health laboratories are expiring, should laboratories 
order new ones from the IRR?  

http://www.aphl.org/aphlprograms/infectious/influenza/Documents/ID_2012July06_Influenza-H3N2v-Data-Interpretation-Update-to-the-CDC-Flu-rRT-PCR-Dx-Panel.pdf
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• Yes, if your laboratory’s reagents are expiring, place an order for a new kit from the IRR.  
The IRR has kits in stock with a later expiration date. Do not use expired reagents for IVD 
testing.   Although this is an avian H7N9 virus it is important to keep up-to-date H5N1 
reagents available in your laboratories. 

3. To confirm, so far there is only bird-to-human transmission not human-to-human transmission.  
• That is correct. There is no evidence, as of this teleconference, of ongoing human-to-

human transmissions of influenza A(H7N9).  
4. If a laboratory’s current, routine testing algorithm includes performing virus culture first and 

then following up with PCR, should they wait to culture specimens if they do not know the case 
history? 

• Guidance on identifying suspect cases of influenza A(H7N9) has been given to providers 
and hospitals and includes patients that have a recent travel history to China or have 
had contact with a confirmed or probable case.  The full case definition can be found on 
CDC’s website.  If a laboratory has a suspect virus, DO NOT put the specimen into 
routine testing algorithms and do not culture. Use PCR to screen and then culture if the 
specimen result is not inconclusive.  

5. What are the biosafety recommendations for influenza A(H7N9)?  
• The current biosafety recommendations for infectious clinical material of suspect 

influenza A(H7N9) cases is the same as influenza A(H5). The guidance is not to culture 
these specimens; if specimens are cultured this would require a higher biocontainment 
level (BSL-3 enhanced). If it is only suspect clinical material, follow normal biosafety 
precautions, but laboratories are welcome to employ biosafety enhancements if they 
desire.  

 

 
Situational Update of Novel Coronavirus 

Dr. Eileen Schneider provided a situational update of the current novel coronavirus activity. As of the 
teleconference on April 8th, there have been 17 cases reported worldwide, including 10 fatalities. Cases 
have been reported in Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Qatar, United Kingdom, and the United Arab Emirates. 
CDC’s novel coronavirus website contains up to date information and case definitions. The current case 
definition for a patient under investigation (PUI) includes the following: 

• A person with an acute respiratory infection, which may include fever (≥ 38°C , 100.4°F) and 
cough; AND 

• suspicion of pulmonary parenchymal disease (e.g., pneumonia or acute respiratory distress 
syndrome based on clinical or radiological evidence of consolidation); AND 

• history of travel from the Arabian Peninsula or neighboring countries within 10 days; AND 
• not already explained by any other infection or etiology, including all clinically indicated tests for 

community-acquired pneumonia according to local management guidelines. 

http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/h7n9-case-definitions.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/ncv/overview.html
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Public health laboratories are encouraged to perform rule-out-testing for other viruses as much as their 
capacity allows. To date, specimens that have been sent to CDC have been negative for novel 
coronavirus and have been confirmed to have other viral etiologies. However, if you have a specimen of 
high suspicion or if your laboratory has limited capabilities for respiratory virus identification, please 
contact CDC immediately. Given the time it takes to rule out all other infections and etiologies, CDC is 
willing to accept specimens of high suspicion for testing without waiting for other testing to occur.  

 
Public Health Laboratory Testing for Novel Coronavirus 

Dr. Dean Erdman provided an overview of testing algorithms and CDC assay deployment plans. CDC has 
developed an rRT-PCR assay for the detection this novel coronavirus (NCV). It is currently in use at CDC 
and some international laboratories. 

The current CDC NCV molecular diagnostic assay is not FDA approved, however preparation of the 
documentation for an Emergency Use Agreement (EUA) is in progress.   As part of CDC’s preparedness 
plan for NCV, CDC is working with Association of Public Health Laboratories (APHL) to distribute rRT-PCR 
kits for NCV detection through the Laboratory Response Network.  The kit will contain the NCV rRT-PCR 
protocol, primers/probes and positive control for molecular detection of the virus.  Public health 
laboratories receiving the kit will be asked to store it until further notice.  Unless there is a declaration 
of an emergency and the EUA is approved by the FDA, the kit cannot be used by the laboratory for 
testing clinical specimens or for surveillance purposes.  Distribution of the kits at this time is to help 
speed up the process of testing once the FDA implements the EUA.  In the meantime, CDC will be 
performing testing for NCV.   

CDC anticipates that kit distribution will occur in several phases beginning in April 2013. Due to reagent 
availability, the kits will be shipped in Phases. Laboratories located in areas that have been identified as 
“high priority” will receive the first phase of shipments; followed by a second and possible third phase. 
Since the current CDC case definition for a patient under investigation for NCV infection has a 
component of recent travel to the Arabian Peninsula and neighboring countries, selection of Phase 1 
laboratories was primarily based on the number of state residents or travelers from Arabian Peninsula 
and neighboring countries.  The states will be given advance notice of their selection by letter/email and 
will be contacted again when the kits are shipped. Communications via the LRN will be similar to past 
activities. 

Phase 1 laboratories will receive notification from CDC and from APHL of the shipment to allow 
laboratories time to prepare. Laboratories that receive kits should store the kits until further notification 
is given by CDC. Following each Phase of kit shipment, CDC will distribute an evaluation panel to assess 
performance at each of the selected sites and qualify them for use of the kits. States will be notified by 
CDC prior to the shipment of this panel.  
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Laboratory Directors are encouraged to update their facility and key contact information on the secure 
LRN website. Please ensure that the 24/7 Emergency Contact information is correct. To update this 
information, please log into the secure LRN website, view your facility profile and select view contact 
information and additional contact information. Here you can edit any of the contacts. If you encounter 
any difficulties updating your information, please contact the LRN Help Desk at 1-866-576-5227 or 
lrn@cdc.gov.  

 

CDC is available for consultation for epidemiologic and laboratory questions and has developed a NCV 
webpage containing the case definition for a PUI, guidelines and various 
resources  http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/ncv/index.html.  

 

Novel Coronavirus Questions and Answers: 
1. Which real-time PCR system will the novel coronavirus assay be run on? 

• CDC is qualifying the assay on the Applied Biosystems 7500Fast Dx real-time PCR 
System.  

2. Which extraction kits/platforms can be used for the novel coronavirus assay?  
• CDC has validated the assay using the BioMerieux easyMag extraction platform. They 

are in the process of also qualifying it on the Roche MagNA Pure Compact instrument.  
3. How are the Phase 1 assay distribution states being selected?  

• CDC has looked at data regarding travel activity and resident population related to high 
priority countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Jordan, and UAE) for each state. States with high 
travel activity and high resident population from the priority countries will be targeted 
for Phase 1 assay distribution.  

mailto:lrn@cdc.gov
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/ncv/index.html
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